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FIELDS WITH FREE MULTIPLICATIVE GROUPS 
MODULO TORSION 

WARREN MAY 

Fields whose multiplicative groups are free modulo roots of unity occur 
in several familar settings. Not only are finite algebraic number fields of 
this type, but so is every field that is finitely generated over its prime sub-
field. In addition, there are interesting examples which are infinitely 
generated. A theorem of Schenkman [6] shows that if K is generated over 
the rational numbers by a family of algebraic elements of bounded degree, 
then the multiplicative group K* is free modulo torsion. Likewise, it 
follows from [5] that the same conclusion holds if K is the maximal cyclo-
tomic extension of a finite algebraic number field. 

The main purpose of this paper is to generalize two theorems in [5] 
from countable fields to arbitrary fields. These theorems were based on 
the last two examples mentioned above, and were shown by utilizing 
Pontryagin's theorem on countable torsion-free abelian groups. We can 
now avoid this utilization by a more thorough consideration of the field 
structures involved. We shall prove the following generalization of the 
theorem of Schenkman. 

THEOREM 1. Assume that F is a field such that for every finite extension 
field E, E* is free modulo torsion. Let K be any field generated over F by 
algebraic elements whose degrees over F are bounded. Then K* is free 
modulo torsion. 

In the second result, K is taken to be an (infinite) Galois extension of F 
with abelian Galois group. 

THEOREM 2. Assume that F is a field such that for every finite extension 
field E, E* is free modulo torsion and E contains only finitely many roots of 
unity. Let K be any abelian extension field of F. Then K* is free modulo 
torsion. 

We point out that it is not enough in either theorem to assume that i7* 
alone is free modulo torsion (see Example 1 in [5]). Furthermore, it is not 
enough in Theorem 2 to assume that F alone contains only finitely many 
roots of unity. To see this, let C be the maximal cyclotomic extension of 
the rational numbers, let F be the maximal real subfield of C, and let K 
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be generated over C by {ap\p prime}, where ap
p = (2+ o/^\)(2— V^ - ì ) - 1 

for every p. The only roots of unity in Fare ± 1, and a suitable application 
of Theorem 2 shows that F* is free modulo torsion for every finite exten
sion F of F. Moreover, K is easily shown to be an abelian extension field 
of F However, K* is clearly not free modulo torsion. 

1. Some Results on E*/F*. Let F be a field and let F be an extension 
field of F Various aspects of the quotient group E*/F* have been studied, 
for example, by Kneser [4], Siegel [7], Brandis [1] and Kaplansky [3]. We 
shall devote this section to proving several facts pertaining to the torsion 
subgroup of this quotient. 

Let T = T(E/F) denote the subgroup of F* containing F* such that 
T/F* is the torsion subgroup of E*jF*. Therefore T = {xe F*|xm G F* 
for some m ^ 1}. Let W denote the subgroup of F* generated by F* and 
by all the roots of unity that lie in F*. Thus F* 3 T 3 W ^ F*. It is 
possible for W/F* to be infinite even when F is a finite extension of F, 
consequently we shall restrict our considerations to Tj W. For each prime 
number p, let Tp (respectively, Wp) denote the subgroup of F* containing 
F* such that TpjF* (respectively, WpjF*) is the /^-component of F/F* 
(respectively, W/F*). 

LEMMA 1. Let p be a prime different from the characteristic of F, and let 
7)Q be a primitive pth root of unity if p is odd, or a primitive 4th root of unity 
if p = 2. Put E = F(TJ0). Then Tp = Wp except when p = 2, rjo$ F, ^ — 2 4 
F, and E contains only finitely many roots of unity whose orders are powers 
of 2. In the exceptional case, we have (T2:W2) = 2. 

PROOF. Let p be a prime and let n = [F: F]. We claim that TpjWp has 
exponent n. Let a G Tp. Then apr = j for some r ^ 1 and j e F If TV 
denotes the norm mapping from F* to F*, then N(a)pr = yn. Thus 
{anN(a)~l)pr = 1. It follows that ane Wp. In particular, if p is an odd 
prime, then n divides/? — 1, hence we can conclude that Tp = Wp in this 
case. 

We may now assume that p = 2 and that 7]0 $ F Let U denote the 2-
component of the group of roots of unity that lie in F. Since [E:F] = 2, 
it follows from the above that if a G F2, then a2 = Z>? for some £ e U and 
y G F We claim that if £ = £i for some d G (7, then ae W2. Observe that 
(aZï1)2 e F, hence aÇr1 = 2767*1 for some integer z and 7̂  G F Thus a G 
Ĥ 2, as claimed. In particular, if Uis infinite, then T2 = W2. 

We may now further assume that t/is finite, say U = <^>. Let # denote 
the nontrivial automorphism of F over F First suppose that y' — 2 G F. 
Then it is easy to show that a(^) = — ̂ - 1 since TJ0 $ F and *J — 2 G F If 
a G F2, then a2 = 9/7- for some integer i and 7- G F Thus a(a)2 = — 7)"*?, 
and hence N(a)2 = (— 1)Y2- Consequently, (— 1)*' is a square in F Since 
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7]Q <£ F, we conclude that i is even. Hence, atW2by the claim in the pre
vious paragraph. Therefore, T2 = W2 in this case. Finally, we now sup
pose that *J — 2 <£ F. In this situation, one has a(rj) = r)~l. If we put a0 = 
1 + 7], then al = 7]y0, where y0 = y + 7]~l + 2 e F. Thus a0 e T2. We 
claim that a0$ W2. Suppose that CCQ = if y for some integer / and y e F. 
Then 1 4- TJ = rfy Applying a, we obtain 1 + j]~l — rf1 y. Thus y = 
(1 -h yj)(\ + 7]~1)~~1 = 7]2i. This is a contradiction since yj has even order, 
thus a0 $ W2. To show that aQ generates T2 modulo W2, let a e T2. Then 
a2 — jjiy for some integer / and y e F. Therefore (a^a:-1)2 = yby~l. By the 
claim in the previous paragraph, we conclude that afp,"1 e W2. Hence, 
(T2: W2) = 2 in this case. 

We now combine Lemma 1 with a theorem of Kneser to obtain 

PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a finite separable extension field of F. Then 
(T: W) divides [E: F]. 

PROOF. Let p be a prime. It suffices to show that (Tp: Wp) divides 
[E: F]. Let 770 be taken as in the statement of the lemma, and let F0 = F 
if 970 4 E, or F0 = F(TJQ) if TJQ G E. Then F0 satisfies the hypothesis of the 
theorem of Kneser [4] applied to TpFQ*. Consequently, (TpF$: F0*) 
divides [E: F0]. Put S = Tp Ç\ F0*. Then (Tp: S) divides [E: F0]. Note 
that S = TP(FQ/F) and S[\WP= WP(F0/F); thus, Lemma 1 implies that 
(S: S fi ^ ) divides [F0: F]. It follows that (Tp: Wp) divides [F: F]. 

We shall not need Proposition 1 in proving Theorems 1 and 2. However, 
we will make use of the following result, which shows that the subgroup T 
is a direct factor of £* when E satisfies a hypothesis relevant to the the
orems. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a finite extension field of F, and assume that E* 
is free modulo torsion. Then E* = A x T for some free abelian subgroup 
A of E*. 

PROOF. Let vV denote the norm mapping from £* to F*9 let H denote 
the kernel of N, and let n = [E: F]. If a e E*, then N^Nia)'1) = 1. 
It follows that (£*)w ç HF*. Let H0 denote the torsion subgroup of H. 
If a G H fi T, then am e F* for some positive integer m, hence 1 = N(am) 
= aww. Thus, we see that H [} T = H0. Now let / : £* -> E*/T be the 
natural map. Since E* is free modulo torsion, it follows that H/H0 is 
free. But / ( / / ) = H/H0, and what we have shown above implies that 
(E*/T)n ç / ( / / ) . Since £ * / r is torsion-free, we conclude that E*/T is free. 
The proof is thus complete. 

If the hypothesis that £* is free modulo torsion is omitted, then T may 
no longer be a direct factor of E*. We remark that one can give an example 
in which E is a quadratic extension of F, F* is free modulo torsion, but 
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T/F* is not even a direct factor of E*/F*. 
We shall now give an example to show that the proposition can also 

fail for infinite algebraic extensions. Let {tp\p prime or p = 0} be alge
braically independent transcendentals over the rational numbers Q, let 
F be the field generated over Q by {tp}9 and let E be the field generated 
over Q by {ap}, where al = t0 and ap

p = tp(aQ + 1) for p prime. Then 
a0 + 1 £ T, but a:̂  = a:0 + 1 (modulo T) for every prime p. Hence E*jT 
is not free. But E* is free modulo torsion since {ap} are algebraically in
dependent transcendentals over Q. Thus T cannot have a complement in 
E* since such a complement would necessarily be free. 

2. Proofs of the Theorems. Let K be an extension filed of F, and let z 
be an ordinal. We shall say that a family of subfields {Ea\a < z} forms a 
continuous chain of finite extensions from F to K if Eß ç Eaîor ß S ce < 
T> [£a+i : ^«] < ^o f° r <̂  + 1 < ?, Ea = Uß<aEß for a a limit ordinal < T, 
F = £0, a n d / r = £4<r£a. 

LEMMA 2. Le/ {£Ja: < z} be a continuous chain of finite extensions from 
F to K, and let Ta = T(K/Ea) for a < z. Assume that E* is free modulo 
torsion and that Ta/E* is bounded for every a. Then K* is free modulo tor
sion. 

PROOF. Using the obvious analogue of the definition above, we observe 
that {Ta\a < z} forms a continuous chain of subgroups from T0 to K*. 
(We do not require (Ta+i : Ta) to be finite.) Note that T0 is free modulo tor
sion since TQ/E^ is bounded and since E$ is free modulo torsion. Let B0 

be a free complement in T0 for the torsion subgroup of TQ (which in fact 
equals the torsion subgroup of K*). It will suffice to show that Ta+ll/Ta 

is free for every a such that a + 1 < r, for then we can choose a free 
abelian group Ba+1 such that Ta+l = BaU x Ta. The group 2a<>#a is 

then easily seen to be a free complement in K* for the torsion subgroup of 
K*. To show that Ta+ljTa is free, let T'a = T(Ea+1/Ea). Then Ta f| E%+1 

= T'a. Proposition 2 implies that E*+1/T„ is free, hence TaE*+1jTa 

is free. But Ta+i/Ta is torsion-free, and Ta+1/TaE%+1 is bounded since 
Ta+i/E*+1 is bounded by hypothesis. Thus Ta+i/Ta is free, hence the 
lemma is proved. 

We shall now prove Theorem 1 with the aid of Lemma 2 and the proof 
of Theorem 1 in [5]. Let K and F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
We shall use induction on [K: F]. Clearly we may assume that [K: F] §; 
Ko- Let z be the first ordinal with |r| = [K: F]. If K is generated over F by 
elements whose degrees are bounded by «, then we may choose a family 
{xa\a < z} of such generators. For each a < z, let Ea be generated over F 
by {xß\ß < ex}. It is immediate that {Ea\a < z) is a continuous chain of 
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finite extensions from F to K. Since [Ea: F] < \T\, it follows by induction 
that E* is free modulo torsion. Thus, all we need to finish the proof is to 
show that TJE% is bounded. We now refer to the proof of Theorem 1 in 
[5]. If we take E in that proof to be the present Ea9 then inspection of the 
proof reveals that countability of K and finiteness of E over F are super
fluous hypotheses for the purpose of showing that TJE* is bounded. We 
note that the slight adjustment of the ground field F that occurs in the 
proof can also be carried out in the present situation without difficulty. 
Thus TJE* is bounded, concluding the proof of Theorem 1. 

Before considering Theorem 2, we must prove a lemma that will be 
useful in managing the hypothesis concerning roots of unity. 

LEMMA 3. Let Fx ç F2 Ç... be subfields of a field K, and put F^ = 
\Ji^i Ft. Then there exist subfields Kx ç K2 ^ ... such that K{ f| F^ = F{ 

for i ^ 1, and Ui •:& = K-

PROOF. A simple application of Zorn's lemma shows that we may choose 
a maximal subfield Kx of AT such that Kx Ç] F^ = Fx and KXF2 f| ôo = F2. 
A second application shows that we may choose a maximal subfield K2 

of K such that K2 => Kl9 K2 f| F^ = F2 and K2F3 f) F^ = F3. We may 
continue by induction to construct Kx c K2 ç ... suchthat K{ f| F^ = 
F{, KjFi+l f| Foo = Fi+l, and K{ is maximal with respect to these two prop
erties. Let a e K. We must show that a G Ui^Ä- We observe that a: cannot 
be transcendental over U i^Kh since otherwise Ki(a) is easily seen to con
tradict the maximality of Kx. Hence, there is some /0 è 1 such that a is 
algebraic over KiQ. Let / ^ z0. We may suppose that K^a) ^ Kt- since 
otherwise we are done. By the maximality of Kh we must have either K{{a) 
H FCX) g F{ or Ki(a)Fi+l f| F^ g F m . First suppose that AT,-(a) f ôo i 
Ff-. Choose ß G /^(a) f| ^oo, ß $ Fi. Then ß e Kj for some / > /. Note that 
ß $ Kh therefore [Kfa): K{] > [Kfa): Kt(ß)l Consequently [IQia): K£] > 
[Kf(a): Kj]. Now suppose that Kt-(a)FM f| ^ i Fi+l. Then Ki+l(a)(\ 
Fœ g Fi+i since Kt+1(a) ^ A^-(a)Fm. Therefore, the previous case shows 
that [Ki(a): K{] ^ [Ki+l{a)\ Ki+l\ > [Kj(a): Kj] for some./ > /. Thus, in 
either case, this reduction of the degree of a implies that a e U i^A- The 
lemma is proved. 

We now prove Theorem 2. Assume that K and F satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2. We shall use induction on [K: F], which we may assume is 
infinite. First we shall suppose that /£ contains only finitely many roots of 
unity. Let T be the first ordinal with |r| = [K: F], and choose a family of 
generators {xa\a < z) of K over F. For each a < r, let Ea be generated 
over F by {xß\ß < a}. Then {Ea\a < r} is a continuous chain of finite 
extensions from F to K. Since Fa is an abelian extension of F, and since 
[Ea: E] < \z\, it follows by induction that F* is free modulo torsion. To 
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show that TJE* is bounded, we refer to the proof of Theorem 2 in [5]. 
As was the case in the proof of Theorem 1, we observe that countability 
of K is a superfluous hypothesis in showing that TJE* is bounded. More
over, the finiteness of E over F may be replaced by the assumption that E 
contains only finitely many roots of unity, a hypothesis which the current 
Ea satisfies. Thus TJE% is bounded. Lemma 2 now implies that K* is free 
modulo torsion. 

We now suppose that K may contain infinitely many roots of unity. Let 
ôo be the field generated over F by the roots of unity that lie in K. The 

hypotheses on F guarantee that we may choose subfields F ç Fi ç F2 £ 
... such that U !<̂  Fi = Foo, and F{ contains only finitely many roots 
of unity for each z. Apply Lemma 3 to obtain subfields Kx ç K2 £ ... 
such that U i^iKi = K, and Kt f| ôo = F{ for every / ^ 1. Put K0 = F. 
It is clear that we may choose a continuous chain of finite extensions 
from Kj to Ki+l for every / ^ 0. Thus, we obtain a continuous chain 
{Ea\a < T} (for some ordinal z) of finite extensions from F to K 
such that given a < T, there exists / ^ 1 such that Ea ç K{. Thus each 
Ea contains only finitely many roots of unity. Since Ea is an abelian ex
tension of F with [Ea: F] g [K: F], what we have proved in the previous 
paragraph implies that E* is free modulo torsion. Also, as above, the proof 
of Theorem 2 in [5] shows that Ta/E* is bounded. An application of Lem
ma 2 now completes the proof. 
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